The Controller ID - EDIT
ID-EDIT is a hardware controller from WK-AUDIO, designed for
Steinberg's Media Production System NUENDO 4. EDIT is the ideal
solution for NUENDO users who require a compact, professional control
surface focused on edit work and multi-track recording, rather than a
complete mixing desk. Derived from the popular ID- Controller, EDIT
shares an almost identical layout and construction with its larger brother
but differs in that the individual function areas are optimized for editing
and working with tracks.
As also found on the ID, the integrated ASCII keyboard is divided into two
areas. The keys are loaded with LED indicators and track numbers to
directly select channels or tracks numbered 1-48 or 49-96 for important
functions such as CUT, SOLO or RECORD; this also allows the
simultaneous selection of several tracks.
The remaining keys like “SHIFT”, “CNTRL”,”UP/DOWN” etc. always
keep their ASCII keyboard functionality. The keys “USER-F1” to “USERF10” are ASCII function keys. In combination with “SHIFT”, “CNTRL” etc.
up to 80 ASCII key commands are available.
Not only can frequently used NUENDO functions be accessed directly via
the edit command buttons, but there are also freely assignable keys
which are ideal for use together with user definable NUENDO key
commands.
The weighted 60mm dial can be used for Jog, Shuttle and Scrub, as well
as for diverse editing functions such as working with Trims, Fades and
Zooms. In addition, extra keys to position and to zoom in events in the
NUENDO project window are conveniently positioned directly around the
dial.
The integration of the control room section is also exemplary, with
reduction keys for Mono/Stereo, Front/Rear, LFE and L-R, meaning that
the corresponding features in the NUENDO master section are
addressed directly.
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